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Building project
signals new day
in broadcasting

Bob Cushman Photo

Perking a CBS ear
Van Gordon Sauter, president of CBS News, listens carefully to a student’s question during a
televised news conference in the Journalism Library last spring. Sauter was on campus to visit his
son, Jeremy, a junior in radio-television, and to get a look at the J-School. Another picture is on
Page 11.

Hood chosen for dean’s job
Charles E. Hood '61, M.A. '69 has been
named dean of the School of Journalism. He
is the first graduate of the school to be
named to the post.
Hood was chosen from a group of five
finalists after a national search produced 100
applicants. He had served the past year as
acting dean, having been appointed by
President Neil Bucklew after an earlier

search failed to produce enough suitable
candidates.
Hood replaces Warren Brier, who resigned
to return to teaching in September of last
year after serving 14 years as dean.
Other finalists included Kenneth Rystrom,
director of the journalism program at
University of Redlands and a former visiting
(Continued on Page 3)

When the imposing new performing
arts/radio-television building opens in the
fall of 1984, the UM journalism and broadcast
programs will enter a new era.
For the first time since the radio-TV
curriculum was established here in 1960,
broadcast students will be getting their
training in facilities designed "from the
bottom up" for broadcasting, Phil Hess,
chairman of the radio-TV department, said.
The present facilities on the third floor of
the Journalism Building were designed to be
used as a museum and classrooms.
Besides the broadcasting facilities, the new
building will have theaters, dance perfor
mance areas, an art gallery and offices for the
dean of fine arts and the Department of
Drama. The brick structure will be situated
along Eddy Avenue between the Law School
and the Field House.
The project is several months ahead of
schedule, thanks to a mild winter in Mis
soula. The $8.6 million budget includes
$600,000 for new radio and television equip
ment.
Legislative approval of $7.5 million of state
funds was contingent Upon UM raising the
additional $1.1 million — a task many
thought impossible. The successful fundraising program, directed by the UM Foun
dation, invited contributions at a variety of
levels, from $1 (in the ASUM-sponsored
"Buy a Brick” campaign) to $450 (in the
Foundation's "Buy a Theater Seat" cam
paign) to larger corporate contributions.
The building was designed by CTA
Architects, Billings, in cooperation with
faculty and staff from both radio-TV and fine
arts. "Our chief engineer, Charles Lubrecht,
was by far the most valuable member of the
building committee," Hess said. "Without
his major contributions to the planning,
none of us would have the kind of facility our
students need."
The new facility will have individual
videotape editing booths for student use as
well as radio and television production
spaces and KUFM control room and studio
space. The department will have a television
production studio and shared use of the
proscenium stage area for TV production.
"All drama and dance performance areas
in the building will be wired for camera
(Continued on Page 3)

Dean's report

Challenge and response: the J-School’s agenda for the ’80s
If you've had a chance to leaf
through this issue, you already know
that the UM School of Journalism
continues to have much to be proud
of.
We have alumni who year after year
do us honor; students who quarter
after quarter seem to get brighter and
more enthusiastic (though they still
come to us without knowing how to
write or spell); and a faculty that, day

after day, demonstrates that it is
among the finest in the country.
The opportunities offered by the
splendid new performing arts/radiotelevision building are stunning. If
adequate resources and personnel are
forthcoming,
our
radio-television
students may soon be enhancing their
professional skills by helping the
university meet its broadcasting needs
in the areas of news and public affairs,

continuing education, cultural out
reach and athletics. An exciting and
productive new relationship with the
dramatic arts waits in the wings.
Yet precipices lie ahead, too. We must
make sure we do not commit ourselves
to goals we do not have the people or
money to achieve. And we must make
sure that any new directions we may
take do not alter the focus of a programthat has achieved excellence because it
has been dedicated to teaching young
people to understand their society and
to explain what they see coherently and
economically.
We face other challenges, too —
problems that we must solve, areas
where we simply must do better. The
journalism school should:
—be more visible to the public as a
force for good journalism, through
seminars and workshops.
—have better communication with
the press and the broadcasting in
dustry, and should consult them
regularly about the proper directions
of journalism education.
—more aggressively seek out the
best high school journalism students
in the state and encourage them to
attend the University of Montana.
—seek new funding sources for
important projects that are beyond
our regular budget:
—strengthen offerings in broad
casting, where recent growth has been
responsible for what may be the
highest student-faculty ratio of any
accredited radio-television department
in the United States; in advertising,
photography, graphics, public rela
tions and community journalism.
—re-evaluate and — if necessary —
revise our undergraduate and
graduate curricula to make sure they
reflect our objectives, are efficiently
organized and are appropriate to
professional needs that are changing
because of the revolution in
technology.

—resume publication of the Montana
Journalism Review, the oldest jour
nalism review in the nation.

Bob Cushman Photo

Model students
Theresa Walla, a senior in journalism from Lewistown, and Sverre Kjetil Rdd,a 1983 UM graduate
in radio-television from Norway, model the T-shirts we’ll send you if you contribute to the Dean
Stone Night Lecture Series fund. Details on Page 8.
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We believe we already are one of
the best journalism programs in the
United States. We aren't satisfied. We
believe we have the potential to
become the best, and we’re working
toward that end.
—Charles E. Hood

Building construction
(Continued From Page 1)
placement,” Hess said. “That will mean
cooperative productions with drama and
dance will become common, offering
realistic training to majors in both broad
casting and performance."
President Neil Bucklew created a Broad
casting Task Force last year, and assigned it
the task of exploring the broadcasting
opportunities offered by the new facility.
The committee is looking into the possibility
of enhancing UM's broadcast capabilities in
the areas of continuing education, promo
tion, public service, entertainment, athletics
and public affairs.
The task force’s members include Mike
Stocklin, vice president of Eagle Com
munications, which has TV stations in Mis
soula, Butte and Kalispell, and Shag Miller,
general manager of KBOW radio in Butte. Exofficio members include Hess, Charles
Hood, dean of the UM journalism school,
and Kathryn Martin, dean of the School of
Fine Arts. John Pulliam, dean of the UM
School of Education, is the chairman.
No date has been set for a grand opening
of the building, but Hess predicted that
“we’ll cut the ribbon and give tours through
the completely equipped building at
Homecoming 1984."

Hood ...
(Continued from Page 1)
lecturer at UM; Lyle Harris '62 M.A. '67,
associate professor of journalism at Western
Washington State University and former
director of the business journalism program
at the University of Missouri; Vernon L.
Stone, director of journalism at the Univerity
of Southern Illinois, and David Dary,
professor of journalism at the University of
Kansas.
Hood, a Montana
native who grew up. in
Miles City, has work
ed as a newsman for
the Great Falls
Tribune, the Missoulian,
the
Lewistown Daily News
and United Press In
ternational. He has a
Ph.D. in American
Hood
Studies from Washington State University
arid has taught journalism at UM since 1967.
The search committee, headed by Richard
A. Solberg, associate academic vice presi
dent, included Bob McGiffert, Jerry
Holloron and Greg MacDonald of the
journalism faculty.

Off the drawing board
With each passing week, the structure that will become the new performing arts/radiotelevision building begins to look less like the photo above, taken in early summer, and more like
the architect’s drawing below. Montana Kaimin cartoonist Ed Jenne sketched a fanciful
interpretation, bottom, of the eight-story tower that will house the loft for the building's
proscenium stage.

J-Students required
to complete minor
Entering journalism arid radio-television
students must now complete a minor in
another field as part of their graduation
requirement.
The requirement, which went into ef
fect in Fall Quarter 1982, was instituted to
ensure that J-students develop an area of
specialization in addition to acquiring a
broad liberal arts education.
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Faculty & staff updates
* Professor Emeritus Edward B. Dugan, a
member of the journalism faculty from 1937
to 1974, attended a couple of meetings at the
request of the journalism faculty, who
sought his advice on matters relating to
curriculum and faculty advisers. He attended
the reception of the class of '57 reunion at
Homecoming.
Andrew C. Cogswell, UM journalism
professor and dean of students emeritus,
continues to be active in campus and
community affairs. He is a director of the
University of Montana Friends of the Library,
and last spring shared with the Dean Stone
Night crowd his recollections of A.L. Stone,
first dean of the School of Journalism.
Susanne Lagoni ’76 taught two broadcast
news courses at UM during Fall Quarter 1982.
She resigned her job as news director at
KPAX-TV in Missoula in 1982 and moved to
Yakima, Wash., where she is news director
at KNDO-TV.
Nathaniel Blumberg, dean of the
journalism school from 1956 to 1968 and now
an emeritus professor, continues to teach
one quarter a year at the J-School. Last spring
he taught Specialized Reporting and Social
Role of the Mass Media. He’s completing a
novel—"a different kind of Roman a clef"—
at his home on Flathead Lake, near Bigfork.
Dominic Crolla,
director of public
relations and com
munity affairs at St.
Patrick Hospital,
taught a junior-level
course
titled
"Perspectives
in
Public Relations" dur
ing Winter Quarter
1982. Dominic, a
native of Scotland who was an award
winning science reporter for newspapers in
Tucson and Denver, has been director of
public information for the Duke University
and Temple University schools of medicine,
has run his own public relations firm in
Denver and has operated a newspaper in
Jackson Hole, Wyo.
Jerry Holloron, associate professor of
journalism, was a member of a panel last
spring that discussed "Covering the Mon
tana Media: When Are You the News?" at a
Bozeman conference sponsored by the
Society of Professional Journalists and the
Montana Press Women. He worked during
the summer of 1983 as an editorial writerand
desk editor for the Missoulian.
Sally Mauk is KUFM’s acting news director,
replacing Jyl Hoyt, who is on leave to
produce the radio series, “Reflections in
Montana." Sally previously had worked for
KUFM in both news and production. Susan
Back, a senior in R-TV from Kinderhook,
N.Y., was hired half-time to fill Sally’s news
duties, and Jace Laakso took over as Sally’s
replacement on the production side. Jace
worked for KUFM several years before
moving to Billings to become program
director at KEMC. Besides working in
programming and production, Jace is
assisting with the production of "Reflections
in Montana,” and has applied for a grant to
produce a pilot for a weekly arts program,
tentatively titled, "Montana Gallery."
Warren Brier enjoyed his first year of full
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time teaching after 14 years as dean of the
journalism school. He taught a freshman
writing class, trade and technical journalism,
magazine article writing, Kaimin reporting,
handled senior papers and acted as graduate
school adviser. He addressed the Journalism
Educators Convention in Seattle last spring,
and critiqued the work of the Missoulian's
regional correspondents.
During the
summer, he has been' working as a desk
editor for the Anchorage (Alaska) Times.
Charles Lubrecht, chief engineer for
KUFM and the radio-television department,
has been busy overseeing the construction
of the broadcasting facilities in the new
performing arts/radio-TV building. He at
tended an MCI tape recorder maintenance
seminar in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., last winter.
His punishment for escaping Missoula in the
dead of winter was having to accompany 11
students in a van to the National Association
of Broadcasters meeting and exhibition in
Las Vegas later in the year.

Greg MacDonald, associate professor of
radio-television and KUFM station manager,
organized student trips to the National
Association of Broadcasters meeting and
exhibition in Las Vegas, and to the Edward R.
Murrow symposium in Pullman; Wash. Every
president of CBS News since Murrow was at
the Pullman meeting, held on the campus of
Washington State University.

Terry Conrad, KUFM’s director of
programming, attended a radio production
"creativity" conference in San Francisco and
a programmers’conference in Chicago. He’ll
return to the Windy City in October, to
attend the conference of the Association of
Music Personnel in Public Radio. Terry
teaches radio production courses in the
School of Journalism.

William Marcus, KUFM’s development,
promotion
and
production
director,
organized the spring Public Radio Week
fund-raiser and is working on the presenta
tion of a KUFM Program Fund to solicit
support from businesses and foundations.
He developed a new format for the station’s
quarterly program guide, which is now more
informative and useful.
Phil Hess, chairman of the Radio-TV
Department, is planning the impending
move to the new broadcast facility, and
continuing in his off-hours his labor of love:
compiling the definitive discography of the
recorded works of Gilbert and Sullivan. He
says it will probably be a life-long effort;
every time he enters a newly found recor
ding on the list, someone issues a new
recording. The 500-item list is on Phil's
microcomputer for ease in updating. He and
wife Mary Lou attended the college gradua
tion of their youngest son Todd in the spring,
and they’re happy to report that their Yalie is
gainfully employed.

Sharon Barrett, assistant professor, did a lot
of judging this year. She helped judge the
annual Merriam-Frontier awards, a student
writing contest established in the name of
the late H.G. Merriam, longtime professor of
English at UM. With the rest of the J-faculty,
she judged entries in the National Federation
of Press Women's communications contest
and critiqued magazines for the Association

of Conservation Information workshop. In
her spare time, she wrote book reviews for
the Chicago Sun-Times, attended a week
long conference on business and economics
reporting in Asheville, N.C., and was the J- ,
School's representative at a summer Institute
of the Rockies conference called "Future of
Democracy: Rendezvous with Clarence
Streit."
■'

Bob McGiffert, professor of journalism,
worked once again this summer as a desk
editor at the Washington Post. He drafted the
School of Journalism's response to the press
bar guidelines proposed by a committee of
lawyers and journalists, and was a member of
a panel entitled "Fair Trial vs. Free Press,"
which discuss.ed the guidelines at the SDXMontana Press Women conference in
Bozeman last spring. He and wife Jackie
visited China during the summer of '82, and
will jet to Peru this summer.
Carol Van Valkenburg will return to the JSchool as a teaching assistant during 1983-84
and continue her work on a master’s degree
in interdisciplinary studies. Carol supervised
the evaluation team that judged high school
newspapers as part of the Montana In
terscholastic Editorial Association’s editorial
excellence contest.
Wes Granberg-Michaelson, visiting lec
turer in magazine journalism, served as
scholar - in - residence
at the Western
Theological Seminary
in Holland, Mich.,
from September 1982
to March 1983. While
there, he taught
courses in Christianity
and
Environmental
Ethics, and completed
a book manuscript on
that subject, to be published by Harper and
Row in early 1984. His article on the morality
of genetic engineering was the cover story in
the June 1983 issue of Sojourners magazine.
He returned to Missoula in time to teach
Magazine Layout and Editing during Spring
Quarter 1983.
Michael Langthorne, visiting lecturer in
radio-television during Winter Quarter 1982,
is the author of “Birth of the 'Picture Play,' ”
which appeared in a recent issue of AudioVisual Communications magazine. Mike,
who has television news experience in
Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio, resides in
Bozeman, where his wife is a professor at
MSU. He's a broadcasting graduate of Ohio
State.

Bob Cushman, visiting lecturer in photo
journalism, works as a freelance pho
tographer. He critiqued the graphics and
photography of 13 outdoor magazines last
fall at the convention of the Association for
Conservation Information.

Dorothy M. Johnson, who taught at the
School of Journalism from 1958-66, con
tinues to demonstrate why she is Montana-’?
first lady of literature. Her latest book,
"When You and I Were Young, Whitefish,"
was published by Mountain Press in 1982,
and received enthusiastic reviews. The bock
is a humorous, nostalgic look back at the raw
young community Dorothy grew up in.

Great Falls to join broadcast area

KUFM fund drive nets nearly $100,000
Despite a damaged antenna and the recent
financial embarrassment of National Public
Radio, it has been a great year for KUFM, the
university's public radio station.
For starters, the week-long fund-raising
drive in May raised $93,075 in phoned-in
pledges, and that figure seemed certain to
reach $100,000 with the arrival of corporate
donations.

Reksten named
teaching assistant
Patty Reksten, a University of Mis
souri journalism graduate who has ex
perience as a newspaper photojournalist and
in public relations, will be a teaching assistant
at the School of Journalism during the 198384 academic year.
Reksten will teach
classes in Elementary
Photography during
fall and winter
quarters while she
begins work on a
master's degree in
journalism.
She has worked as a
photojournalist
for
the Columbia, Mo.,
Tribune, as a reporter-photographer for
the Missoulian in its former Flathead
bureau, and has taught photography at
Flathead Valley Community College and as a
teaching assistant at the University of Mis
souri,
She had been employed in St. Patrick
Hospital’s public affairs office before resign
ing to begin work on her master’s degree
She grew up in Kalispell.

Jyl Hoyt producing
Montana ‘Reflections’
Jyl Hoyt, director of newsand public affairs
at KUFM, has taken a leave of absence to
produce a syndicated radio series funded by
the Montana Committee for the Humanities
and the National Endowment for the
Humanities. Montana was one of only five
states to win this "Competitive Award for
Excellence."
Hoyt, a graduate of
Ithaca College, N.Y.,
moved into a special
office on the Jour
nalism Building’s third
floor to produce
"Reflections in Mon
tana," which will
feature interviews
with authors such as
A, B. Guthrie Jr.,
Native American educators who will discuss
the stereotypes about Indians, Montana
laborers who will tell about mining, logging
and ranching in Montana, and Montana
historians and political scientists.
Thirty-six Montana stations have subscrib
ed to the free programs. The project offers
stations a monthly half-hour program or
weekly 4-minute-long segments.

More good news had come earlier in the
year when the Great Falls Public Radio
Association raised $41,000 and pledged the
money to match a federal grant to purchase
equipment to receive KUFM’s signal in Great
Falls for rebroadcast in a 40-mile radius
around Great Falls.
That means that KUFM, once it gets that
troublesome antenna replaced, will soon be
reaching more than half the listening
audience in Montana, including residents of
Helena, Butte, Great Falls and all of western
Montana.
Greg MacDonald, station manager, said
the amount raised in KUFM’s May fundr
raiser makes KUFM the top public radio
station in the nation in per capita support,
with about 50 cents donated for every
individual the signal reaches.
MacDonald says
much of the credit
for this year’s
success, and that of
recent years, must go
to William Marcus,
KUFM’s director of
development, pro
motion and produc
tion. Marcus de
voted months to
Marcus
planning the intensive solicitation effort,
which required installation- of a bank of
telephones manned by volunteers around

the clock, production of an array of clever
promotional spots, designing and ordering
hundreds of T-shirts for premiums,
processing of the cash and checks from
thousands of contributors, and the
coordination of a complicated but- very
effective premium system. The system
permitted individuals to donate goods and
services which could be used as premiums
for cash donations to KUFM.
Marcus said the week was exhausting, yet
exhilarating.
"It was really a labor of love," added Terry
Conrad, the director of programming.
"There were so many poignant moments—
when a group of kids would walk in and
donate a handful of pennies, or when an
elderly couple, obviously on a very limited
income, would bring up a modest check, and
thank us.
"It made you feel like you were doing
something worthwhile."

Among the volunteers who manned the
telephones for an evening was Neil Bucklew,
president of the University of Montana.

The successful fund-raiser couldn't have
come at a better time. The station was facing
possible budget ahd programming cutbacks,
and badly needed a new antenna to put
KUFM back at full broadcast power again.
The new antenna is expected to be installed
soon.

School first nationally in Sears interns

J-students win major internships
Two University of Montana journalism
students have won major congressional
internships in Washington, D.C.
Bethany Ruth
Redlin, a senior from
Sidney, won a 1983
Sears Congressional
Internship, and
Patricia Tucker, a
senior from Huron,
S.D., will work in
Congressman Pat
Williams' office dur
ing the summer of
Redlin
1983 as a Lee Metcalf Congressional Intern.

A Helena turnout
Prof. Jerry Holloron took his public affairs
class to visit the state Legislature in Helena last
winter, and came upon no less than 25 UM
journalism graduates or students wandering
the halls of the capitol. They represented
eight Montana newspapers, the Associated
Press, United Press International, the
Northern Plains Resource Council, a senior
citizens' newspaper, a state mining associa
tion, the Montana Education Association,
the Montana Chamber of Commerce, the
governor’s office, the lieutenant governor’s
office, the Democratic Party and the Mon
tana Legislative Council.

Redlin was One of 20 students selected in
national competition from a field of can
didates nominated by accredited journalism
schools. She is the only student selected this
year from the Northwest. The internships,
sponsored by Sears, Roebuck and Co., give
outstanding junior and senior journalism
students the opportunity, to spend three
months on the staff of a U.S. senator or
representative. Redlin’s internship will begin
Feb. 1.
The UM School of
Journalism continues
to rank first among all
journalism schools in
the nation in the
number of students
selected for the Sears
program. Redlin will
be the 18th UM Jstudent to take part in
Tucker
the program.
Tucker was selected for the Metcalf
Internship from a field of candidates
nominated by each of the colleges and
universities in the state. She will become
news editor of the Montana Kaimin when
she returns to Missoula this fall.
Nola Gerth, a junior from Butte, was the
third UM J-student to be selected for an
internship with an elected official. She has
been serving this summer in the press office
of Gov. Ted Schwinden in Helena.
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Student news
$10,175 awarded
to R-TV, J-students
on Dean Stone Night

Belly laugh
Leslie Vining, a senior in journalism and political science from Missoula, learned a lot as a
legislative intern in Helena, including howto make a senator blush. Leslie, whose countenance is
unveiled in the inset photo, surprised Sen. B. F. Christiaens, D-Great Falls, on the Senate floor by
doing a belly dance for him in honor of his 43rd birthday. The Helena Independent Record
photo was picked up by the Associated Press and appeared in several Montana dailies. One of
the J-School's top students scholastically, Leslie was a Harry S. Truman Scholar in 1981-82.

Internship program growing
Some 40 UM journalism and radio
television students received professional
experience in 15 cities during the past year.
Dean Charles E. Hood believes that
number may be the highest in the school’s
history for a similar period, but he’s still
looking for more internship opportunities.
“Our goal is to have every journalism and
radio-TV student get professional ex
perience before graduation," he said.
Twenty-two students received summer
internships, either paid or for academic
credit, and at least four got summer jobs on
their own. They include:
—Kelly Buechler, Glasgow, with KXGN
AM-TV, Glendive.
—Laurie Carlisle, Kalispell, with KCFW-TV,
Kalispell.
—Georell Copps, Helena, with Mountain
Bell public affairs office, Helena.
—Steve Dodrill, Omaha, Neb., with KXLYTV, Spokane.
—Bart Freeze, Miles City, with KYUS-TV,
Miles City.
—Nola Gerth, Butte, with Gov. Ted
Schwinden's press office, Helena.
—Scott Gratton, Missoula, with the Missoulian.
—Wendy Guerin, Miles City, with the
Miles City Star and KATL Radio.
—Ann Hennessey, Helena, with the Mon
tana Standard, Butte.
—Tim Huneck, Columbus, Ohio, with the
Tobacco Valley News, Eureka.
—Ann Joyce, Butte, with the Helena
Independent Record.
—David Keyes, Forsyth, with the Forsyth
Independent and the Rosebud County Press.
—Hugh Kilbourne, Billings, with KPAXTV, Missoula.
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—Jenifer Krebsbach, Finley Point, with
Nordbye Advertising, Missoula.
—Joel Lundstad, Bigfork, with KRTV, Great
Falls.
—Yvonne Lucero, Great Falls, with the
Hardin Herald.
—Jeff Mackey, Noxon, with KECI-TV,
Missoula.
—Jamie McCann, Wolf Point, with KVCK
(AM), Wolf Point.
—Melissa Morin, Butte, with KXLF-TV,
Butte.
—Ray Murray, Levittown, Pa., with the
Missoulian.
—Gordy Pace, Helena, with the Helena
Independent Record.
—Tim Pilgrim, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, with
the Lolo National Forest public affairs office,
Missoula.
—Richard Roesgen, Helena, with the
Helena Independent Record.
—Brian Rygg, Great Falls, with the Terry
Tribune.
—Jeremy Sauter, New York City, with
KTVQ, Billings.
—Patricia Tucker, Missoula, with Con
gressman Pat Williams' office, Washington,
D.C.
—Theresa Walla, Lewistown, with the
Missoulian.
Twenty more students Completed quarter
long internships for credit during the 1982-83
academic year. They worked as reporters and
photographers for the Missoulian,for KYSS
AM-FM in Missoula, for the St. Patrick
Hospital public affairs office, for the UM
sports information director and on mediarelated projects of the Montana Public
Interest Research Group.

Awards totaling $10,175 were presented to
journalism and radio-television students at
the 24th annual Dean Stone Night banquet
May 6.
The awards and their recipients:
Olaf Bue Award, $100, Sam Richards,
Missoula.
Art Jette Award, $50, JoAnne DePue,<
Whitefish. *
*
Dean Stone Awards, $300 each, Scott
Gratton, Missoula, and Kathy Barrett, Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho.
Grace Crane Newman Award, $200,
Georell Copps, Helena.
Melvin and Myrtle Lord Awards, $100
each, Karol
Bossier, Helena; Hugh
Kilbourne, Billings; Kjetil Rdd, Aukra,
Norway; Maureen Lennon, Owensville,
Mo.; Lisa Coats, Bigfork.
Guy Mooney Award, $250, B. Leslie Vining,
Missoula.
Steve Forbis Merit Award, $250, Larry
Howell, Fort Collins, Colo.
Great Falls Newspaper Guild Award, $200,
Lance Lovell, Great Falls.
Montana
Stockgrowers
Association
Award, $300, Richard Parker, Terry.
Sadie Erickson Award, $150, Richard
Roesgen, Helena.
Ronald E. Miller Award, $100 each, Chris
Johnson, Billings; Ira Foster, Whitefish; Ray
Murray, Levittown, Pa.; Ron Selden, Eureka,
Calif.; Melanie Williamson, Great Falls; Ann
Hennessey, Helena; Marlee Miller, Eugene,
Ore.; Eric Williams, Hobson.
David Rorvik Award, $300, Barbara Tucker,
Missoula.
Durgin Memorial Award,$200, Ray Ekness,
Crosby, N.D.
Last Chance Press Club Award, $100,
Theresa Walla, Lewistown.
Scripps-Howard
Awards for radio
television majors, $500 each, Steve Dodrill,
Omaha, Neb., and Gus Chambers, Ellaville,
Ga.
Outstanding Senior Woman Award, $100,
Bonnie Yahvah, Libby.
Richard Shirley Award, $100, Bill Miller,
Placentia, Calif.
Mary Decker Award,$100, Yvonne Lucero,
Missoula.
Butte Press Club Award, $350, Dan Carter,
Belgrade.
Connie Craney Award, $900, Susan Back,
Kinderhook, N.Y.
Don Anderson Award, $1,000, Patricia
Tucker, Missoula.
Great Falls Tribune Awards, $1,000 to
Laurie Williams, Billings; $500 each to
Bethany Redlin, Sidney, and Mark Grove,
LaGrange, Ky.
Lee Newspapers Award, $500, JoAnne
DePue, Whitefish.
Sam and Nellie McClay Book Award, $75,
Brian Rygg, Great Falls.
Sigma Delta Chi Professional Journalism
Society Special Award, $50, Laurie Williams,
Billings.

Kaimin Service Award, name on plaque,
Pamelia Newbern, Florence, Ore.

J-Advocates make team
Eleven journalism or radio-TV majors
served this year as members of the UM
Advocates, the energetic student group that
does promotional and service work for the
university.
Though journalism is one of the smallest
academic programs on campus, J-students in
the Advocates are the second-largest group
by major.
They include:
Georell Copps, senior from Helena; Susan
Forman, junior from Seattle; Gordy Pace, junior
from Helena; Carlos Pedraza, senior from Arvada,
Colo.; Lance Lovell, senior from Great Falls; Tracy
Reich, junior from Turner; Lauren Stack, junior
from Atlanta, Ga.; Glenn Thane, Jr., sophomore
from Missoula; Theresa Walla, senior from
Lewistown; Brenda Gaits, junior from Lethbridge,
Alta., and Leslie Vining, senior from Missoula.

Hard-hitting editor

Missoulian Photo

Scott Gratton, senior in journalism from Missoula, rumbles to a touchdown after intercepting a
pass during the UM Grizzlies’ Homecoming humiliation of the Idaho Vandals in Missoula. This
fall the hard-hitting linebacker will be managing editor of the Montana Kaimin.

J-School Grizzlies shine
{-students are contributing significantly to
UM athletic programs.
Scott Gratton, a senior from Missoula, was
an outstanding linebacker for the Big Sky
Champion football Grizzlies. Among his
distinctions: twice chosen by his teammates
for the Golden Helmet Award, given to the
team’s hardest hitter; honorable mention,
All-Big Sky conference; named to the Big
Sky's All-Academic team and to the Council
of Sports Information Directors’ Academic
All-American Team.
Scott has completed his athletic eligibility,
and this fall will take over as managing editor
of the Montana Kaimin. He has worked as an
intern at the Missoulian and for the UM
Sports Information Office.
Deirdre Hathhorn, a sophomore J-major
from Anchorage, Alaska, is an All-American
cross-country runner who also has turned in
impressive times in distance events in both
outdoor and indoor track competition.
Harley Lewis, director of athletics at UM,
calls Dee Dee "perhaps the most talented
athlete we've had in the women's track
program at the University of Montana in
recent history.” She has the potential, he
says, to compete internationally both as a
runner and as a cross-country skier.
Radio-television majors strengthening

Harvey

Burns

Rochon scholarship winners
Jill Sager and Paul Tuss, 1983 graduates of
Anaconda High School, are the recipients of
$250 Rochon journalism scholarships to the
University of Montana. The awards are made
by Dorothy Rochon Powers, ’43, in honor of
her father, C.G. Rochon.

Washington

Grizzly athletic
programs are Tony
Harvey, a sophomore
from Oakland, Calif.,
who was a solid per
former in the football
Grizzlies’ defensive
backfield; Bruce
Burns, a sophomore
from Pittsburg, Calif.,
who has been a strong
rebounder and defen
sive player for the
basketball team; and
LeRoy Washington, a
sophomore from
Long Beach, Calif.,
who is regarded as
one of the quickest
guards in Big Sky
basketball.
One indirect jour
nalism contribution to
Grizzly athletics has
been Barb Kavanagh,
a junior guard on the
Lady Griz’s cham
pionship
basketball
team. Barb is the
daughter of John
Kavanagh,
'61,
publisher of the
Shelby Promoter and
other
Montana
weeklies,
and
Georgianna Taylor
'68, who now resides
in Fort Collins, Colo.

Deirdre Hathhorn:
World class potential
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Faculty conducts
magazine seminar

Dorothy M. Johnson won't wear our T-shirts!

The journalism faculty presented a
magazine critique and editing seminar for
the Association of Conservation Information
at the group's national convention in Mis
soula Feb. 25.
The association comprises editorsand staff
members of publications produced by state
conservation, resource or wildlife agencies.
Journalists from 14 states participated in the
seminar.
Dean Charles Hood moderated the
seminar, and professors Bob McGiffert,
Warren Brier, Jerry Holloron, Sharon Barrett
and Bob Cushman presented critiques of
conservation and wildlife magazines from
Tennessee,
Alaska,
Montana,
Idaho,
Michigan, Wyoming, Oregon, Illinois and
Saskatchewan. Teaching assistant Carol Van
Valkenburg also evaluated the magazines.
Kay Ellerhoff '67, associate editor of
Montana Outdoors magazine, was a prin
cipal organizer of the conference, which was
held in conjunction with the International
Wildlife Film Festival on the UM campus.
The journalism faculty also judged broad
cast, newswriting and feature entries in the
journalism excellence competition spon
sored by the National Federation of Press
Women.

Faculty, J-students
do TV productions
Despite a lack of production funds and
staff personnel, the School of Journalism’s
radio-TV faculty and students managed to
produce a significant number of television
programs for the university and the public
last year.
For the second year. Prof. Greg Mac
Donald produced "Grizzly Replay," a week
ly highlight show of UM football games.
MacDonald and his students also produced
several "Grizzly Replay" basketball shows.
The department produced "The American
Dream: Endangered Species” and "The
Business of Dying,” public service programs
that were distributed to public television
stations in the Northwest. Also produced
were several programs for educational use,
including "How a Bill Becomes Law," done
for the Montana Legislative Council, and
"Art in My World, My World of Art,” a series
of programs on art education for elementary
and high school teachers in cooperation with
School District 1 in Missoula.
Radio-TV students have continued to
produce public service announcements for
local nonprofit agencies. PSA's have been
produced for more than 20 community
groups and agencies’ during the past two
years.

Almost inundated
Carol Hayes, KUFM office manager and
radio-tv department secretary, has been
desperately trying to keep up with the flood
of paperwork created by KUFM’s successful
spring fund drive. Now that she has entered
all donation information into the computer
she will have to worry about "VDT
blindness."
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Back row, from left: Greg MacDonald, Jerry Holloron, Carol Van Valkenburg, Bob McGiffert,
Karen Kaley, Ed Dugan, Phil Hess, Bob Cushman. Seated, from left, Nathaniel Blumberg,
Dorothy M. Johnson, Warren Brier, Charlie Hood. Front, from left, William Marcus, Sally
Mauk, Jyl Hoyt, Terry Conrad.

“I’ve never worn a T-shirt in my life and I’m not about to start
now,” said Dorothy, one of the J-School’s most distinguished
former faculty members. But the author of “A Man Called
Horse” knows how tight university budgets are getting, and
joins the rest of the J-School faculty and staff in inviting alumni
and friends to contribute to the Dean Stone Night Lectures
fund. As state money gets tighter, it’s becoming more difficult
to attract high-caliber speakers to our awards banquet each
year. We are aiming at an endowment whose interest will
provide enough money each year to bring in a major speaker. If
you alumni get us started, we’ll seek matching funds from a
corporate group.
A gift of $25 will get you a T-shirt emblazoned with a
handsome Joe Boddy sketch of Dean Stone, the j-School's first
dean, at his rickety Royal. If you’re the traditional type, the
message will say “Dean Stone Night Lectures.” If you’re a little
racier, order one that says “Stone Ground.” If, like Dorothy M.
Johnson, you hate T-shirts, you may order the Boddy drawing,
suitable for framing as a 13x13 poster.
Please help us out. Use the order envelopes inserted
elsewhere in the Communique.
Thanks,

CH-A«LIE-----z
Charles E. Hood, dean

Alumni news--------

‘Scotty’ and ‘Doc’
retire as editors
Two of Montana’s most respected
newsmen — William D. "Scotty" James '41
and Duane "Doc" Bowler '39 — have retired.
James stepped
down July 30 as editor
of the Great Fails
Tribune and Bowler,
former editor of the
Billings Gazette,
retired from his post
as opinion editor
of that paper on
Nov. 30, 1982. Both
James
men capped news
paper careers that spanned four
decades:
Bowler was on hand to express his ad
miration for James at a retirement banquet
for the Tribune editor in Great Falls. "We
enjoyed beating you on stories over the
years; Scotty," he said before an audience
that included Gov. Ted Schwinden and
several Montana Supreme Court justices.
"And we didn’t feel too bad when you beat
us."
Jamies had been
with the Tribune since
1947, joining the
paper as a reporter.
He later served as
Sunday editor, city
editor and editorial
writer-editor before
being named ex
ecutive editor in 1968.
Since 1974 he has
Bowler
served as the Tribune's editor and vice
president.

A native of Sand Coulee, James graduated
in journalism from UM in 1941. Before
joining the Tribune, he worked as a
newsman in Minot, N.D., Salt Lake City,
Lewistown and Helena. At Great Falls, he was
credited with playing a major role in making
the Tribune one of the state’s most
respected and authoritative journals of news
and opinion.

His responsibilities will be assumed by
managing editor Terry Dwyer on the news
side, and by Bob Gilluly '57 on the opinion
side.

Bowler, whose nickname "Doc" comes
from helping Grizzly football players with
their studies when he was a journalism
student, started his newspaper career in
1941, working as a reporter with the Montana
Record-Herald in Helena. He became
managing editor of the Billings Gazette in
I960, was named editor in 1970 and became
opinion page editor in 1975.

Bowler is a member of one of state's bestknown newspaper families. His father,
Burley, operated pioneer newspapers in
northeastern Montana, and his brother,
Larry, owns the Daniels County Leader in
Scobey. Doc’s son, Mike, is an editorial
writer for the Baltimore Evening Sun.
Gary Svee '65 has succeeded Bowler as
opinion page editor of the Gazette.

Class of ’57 reunites, re-enjoys
Five members of the journalism Class of '57
reunited during Homecoming Oct. 15 and
16.
Organizers of the reunion were Norma
Beatty Ashby, Great Falls, whose “Today in
Montana” television show is seen
throughout the state on the Montana
Television Network, and Bob Gilluly,
editorial writer for the Great Falls Tribune.
Others who attended were John Bansch
assistant sports editor of the Indianapolis
Star; Jim Graff, president of Sage Advertising
in Billings, and Joan Hoff Wilson, executive
Secretary of the Organization of American
Historians and a professor of history at
Indiana University. Kim Forman '59, public
information
specialist for
Burlington
Northern in Seattle, happened to be at
Homecoming, and joined the reunion
group.

After watching the Grizzlies defeat the

Idaho Vandals, the alums gathered in their
old classroom, Journalism 211, where they
visited with the journalism faculty, including
Dean Charlie Hood, former deans Nathaniel
Blumberg and Warren Brier and Professor
Emeritus Edward Dugan.
The group vowed to come back in a few
years, and perhaps come a day or two earlier,
to honor a J-faculty request that they visit
journalism classes.
Not able to attend, but sending their best
wishes, were George Miller, who manufac
tures the Conetrol rifle scope mount in
Seguin, Texas; Dick Warden, legislative
director of the United Automobile
Aerospace Agricultural Implement Workers
of America, in Washington, D.C.; Col. Gary
Sorenson, public affairs officer for the First
U.S. Army in Fort Meade, Md.; and Van R.
Olsen, director of public affairs, United
States Beet Sugar Association, in
Washington, D.C.

Hal Stearns gets honorary doctorate
Harold G. (Hal) Stearns '36 was awarded an
honorary doctor of letters degree June 12 at
commencement ceremonies at the Universi
ty of Montana.
Stearns, an Anacon
da native, was editor
and publisher of the
Harlowton Times and
Ryegate Clarion from
1940 to 1972, with the
exception of his years
of service as a naval
officer during World
War II. He was a
respected commen

tator on politics and the Montana scene, and
his column, "The Editor’s Uneasy Chair," was
widely quoted.
He is a past president of the Montana
Historical Society and of the Montana Press
Association and has written extensively
about Montana history. A longtime advocate
of education and the arts, he has lobbied
without pay for support of the Montana
University System during several legislative
sessions.
Stearns, who is heritage director of the
USA Canada Foundation, resides with his
wife Jean Kountz Stearns, English '37, in
Helena.

Romney named, to Hall ofFame
Miles Romney Jr. '22, a tough, honest and
outspoken Hamilton newspaperman for
more than four decades before he died in
1976, is one of two recent inductees to the
Montana Newspaper Hall of Fame.
Romney, editor of the Western News,
became the 24th member last year, and the
late T. J. Hocking, longtime editor and
publisher of the Glasgow Courier, was
selected as the 25th inductee last June.
Both men's photos and biographies will
join those of other members in the Hall of
Fame display at the UM School of Journalism.
Known as "Ravalli county’s most respected
resident," Romney seemed to follow in the
footsteps of his equally prominent father.
Miles Sr., who published the Western News
from 1893 to 1937 and also was inducted into
the Montana Newspaper Hall of Fame.
Miles Romney Jr. was born Dec. 6, 1900,
in Hamilton. He attended the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, and later George
Washington University, but returned to
Montana to complete a degree in journalism
at UM in 1922.
He took over management of the Western
News from his father in 1925, then left the

paper four years later. During the early 1930s
he worked as a clerk for the public lands
committee of the U.S. House of Represen
tatives, as deputy collector in Montana for
the Internal Revenue Service and as editor of
the Western Progressive, a newspaper sup
porting his father's bid for governor.
He returned to the Western News in 1937
and acquired a reputation as an independent
editorial voice in a state dominated by the
Anaconda Company's newspapers. He
served in the Montana House of Represen
tatives and Senate, and was a delegate to the
1972 Constitutional Convention.
The Western News was merged with the
daily Ravalli Republic in 1977, the year after
his death.
His wife is the former Ruth Gray of
Hamilton.

WELCOME DUO
Beryl Seljak and Millie Dunn of the Retired
Senior Volunteer Program were two of the
most welcome individuals in the journalism
school during the 1982-83 year. They helped
out a couple of times a week in the
Journalism Library. They'll be back in the fall.
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Visiting professionals, politicians

include Sauter, Hersh, Muskie
CBS News president Van Gordon Sauter, reporter Seymour Hersh
and former Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie were among 35
news media professionals and public figures who visited the School
of Journalism during the 1982-83 academic year.
Sauter was lured to Missoula by the presence of his son Jeremy, a
radio-television major at UM. Hersh's visit was jointly sponsored by
the School of Journalism and the Associated Students’ Program
ming Council. Muskie was the 1982-83 Mansfield Lecturer in
International Relations. All three visited classes and took part in
student news conferences.
Other J-School visitors included Elmer Lower, former president
of ABC News and-dean of the University of Missouri journalism
school; Montana Sen. John Melcher; Michael Frame, a noted
environmental writer; Edward Giradet, a prize-winning Christian
Science Monitor correspondent who sneaked into Afghanistan to
cover the guerrillas’ fight against Russian military occupation, and
Arnaldo Ramos, a representative of the rebels in El Salvador.
Here's a list, in alphabetical order, of other individuals who
visited journalism classes or answered questions of J-students
during news conferences in the Journalism Library:
Dick Blom, systems technician for the Lee Newspapers of
Montana.
Bill Brown, director of University Publications, UM.
McCarthy Coyle, representative of Montanans for Quality
Television, a citizens' advocacy group.
Bill Cregg, the mayor of Missoula.
Dominic Crolla, director of public affairs and development, St.
Patrick Hospital.
Ann Mary Dussault, Missoula County commissioner.
Ray and Mary Fenton, public relations and graphics specialists,
Helena.
Rick Foote, reporter, Montana Standard, Butte.
Judy Hensel, public information officer. School District 1,
Missoula.
Harley Hettick, freelance photographer, the Jocko Valley.
Mark Holston, anchorman, KCFW-TV, Kalispell.
Brad Hurd, editor, the Missoulian.
Charles S. Johnson, reporter. Great Falls Tribune Capitol Bureau,
Helena.
Bob Kelly, director of public and community relations, Champion
International, Missoula.
Sol Levy, assistant producer for ABC TV news. New York.
Bert Lindler, environmental reporter for the Great Falls Tribune
and representative of the Great Falls Newspaper Guild.
Ian Marquand, news director, KPAX-TV, Missoula.
Laurie Mason, regional editor, the Missoulian.
Clarence McConnell, editor, the Ravalli Republic, Hamilton.
Mike Mclnally, reporter and film reviewer, The Missoulian.
Dan McIntyre; former Borrowed Times editor and freelance
specialist in promotional publications, Missoula.
Verna Green Smith, director of CEMREL, an educational
consulting firm in St. Louis.
Virginia Tribe, information officer, Lolo National Forest, Mis
soula.
Harold Van Dye, Missoulian newsroom attorney.
Bill Vaughn, free lance writer and co-owner of Arrow Graphics,
Missoula.
Jane Watrel, reporter, KECI-TV, Missoula.
Dick Wesnick, editor, the Billings Gazette.
Larry Williams, Republican nominee, U.S. Senate.
Joan Hoff Wilson, professor of history at Indiana University and
executive secretary of the National Association of Historians.
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Elmer Lower

with J-student Lance Lovell

Photos by Bob Cushman and UM Publications
Layout by Patty Rekstcn
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Grads afield
Institute honors Streit
Clarence Streit '19
was honored Aug. 6 at
a "rendezvous" spon
sored by the Institute
of the Rockies. Par
ticipants in the event,
which took place at a
guest ranch near Mis
soula, came from Eu
rope, Asia, Africa and
Latin America as well as the United States,
according to John Badgley, the institute's
director. Besides honoring Streit, the group
discussed "the future of democracy,"
Badgley said.
Sharon Barrett, assistant professor of
journalism, represented the J-School at the
event.
Streit, Montana’s first Rhodes Scholar, is
the editor of Freedom and Union magazine
and the author of Union Now, a book that
details his longtime advocacy of a federation
of democracies. He has been nominated four
times for the Nobel peace-prize.

20s - 30s------------------Anne Cromwell Needham '24 moved from
Anaconda to Spokane to live with her
daughter.
Dorothy Elliott Hopkins '29 retired as an
editor and teacher and lives in Ventura, Calif.
She works as a volunteer for the Ventura
County Historical Museum and the League
of Women Voters.
Edward F. Becker '30, a retired lawyer and
consultant, writes: “On returning home
from a speaking engagement on the West
Coast, I flew over Montana. It's a great state. I
wish I could have landed.” Edward and wife
Eleanor live in Killingworth, Conn.

30------------------------- Margaret Raitt Gilfeather '33 is retired and
lives in Great Falls with husband Pat (UM
School of Law ’33). She was named Cascade
County Democratic Woman of the Year in
1982. Margaret and Pat have three sons—
Grant, who works in the personnel depart
ment, City of Dallas; Frank, a mathematics
professor at the University of Nebraska; and
Glen, an electrical engineer in Dallas.
Leland B. Taylor '36 reports that he has
retired three times, once as a lieutenant
colonel in the Air Force. He is the publisher
of Biological Farming News. Leland and wife
Martha reside in Albuquerque.
Loraine Coy Harmon '38 and Don
celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary
last October. They have eight grandchidren.
The Harmons live in Springfield, Ore.
Nicholas M. Mariana Sr. '38 served as
general chairman of a successful fund drive
to build a $925,000 St. Therese Church in
Parkrose, a Portland, Ore., suburb.

Philip W. Payne '39 retired June 1, 1982,
after 31 years with Time Inc. He most recently
was editor of Time-Life Records, a division of
Time-Life Books. Philip and wife Alison
Merriam Payne live in Alexandria, Va.

40s——————
Herbert C. Watts '40, a staff member and
editor at the Havre Daily News for 40 years,
was named executive editor by publisher W.
Les Hill.
Duncan R. (Scotty) Campbell Jr. '41, retired
publisher of the Butte Montana Standard,
and wife Barbara Dobbin Campbell moved
to Bigfork last August. Their son, Duncan, a
1979 UM honors graduate in economics and
political science, lives in Los Angeles and
works in Beverly Hills as a municipal bond
broker.

J-School leads in Distinguished Alums

Smith, Wilson honored
Joan Hoff Wilson '57
and Verna Green
Smith '40 were among
six UM graduates to
receive Distinguished
Alumnus Awards dur
ing Homecoming.
They were the 19th
and 20th journalism
.alums to receive that
award since it was
established in 1960. The journalism school
ranks first among all academic units in the
number of alums receiving that honor.
Wilson, a doublemajor in history and
journalism at UM, is i
executive director of :
the Organization of
American Historians j
and
a
history j
professor at Indiana
University. She is a
specialist in 20th cen
Smith
tury U.S. foreign
policy and politics, and has written extensively in these areas. Her books include a
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biography of Herbert Hoover, and she is
working on a book about Richard Nixon.
Wilson, who grew up in Butte, has a Ph.D.
from the University of California, Berkeley.
Smith, who grew up in Glasgow, has
pursured a career in both her major fields of
interest — journalism and education — and
has become an expert in the field of
educational materials and communication.
Since 1966 she has been director of Com
munication Services in CEMREL Inc., one of
eight congressionally mandated educational
laboratories chartered in 1965 to improve
learning for children. She has been based in
St. Louis.
Previous journalism school distinguished
alumni include Dorothy Rochon Powers, '43;
Ronald S. Kain, '22; Vern Haugland, '31;
Frank Brutto, '29; Ann Wilson Haynes, '22;
Aline Mosby, '43; Robert C. Hendon, '34;
William Forbis, '39; Norma Beatty Ashby, '57;
Vernon F. Spencer, '42; William A. Barbour,
'48; Hal Stearns, '36; Andrew Cogswell, '27;
Martha Dunlap-Moore, '28; Ossian
MacKenzie, '28; D. J. Shultz, '33. Young
Distinguished Alumni awards have gone to
David Rorvik, '66 and Janet Trask Cox, '63.

Robert L Jordan
Robert L. Jordan ’51, a public relations
specialist for the forest industry in California,
New Mexico and Arizona, died of natural
causes Dec. 5, 1982, in Whitefish. He was a
resident of Columbia Falls.
Mr. Jordan was 59.
He served with the Marine Corps in the
Pacific in World War II.
His wife, Mercedes Mayrand, died in 1970.
Survivors include a daughter, Suzanne
Harkness of Sacramento, Calif., and a son,
Richard, Utica.

Esther Gilluly
Esther Hart Gilluly *30, former editor of the
Montana State Republican Bulletin and the
State Supreme Court’s Montana Reports,
died Dec. 4, 1982, in Helena. She was 74.
Mrs. Gilluly also had been a reporter for
the Glasgow Courier and a writer for the
Montana Bank monthly magazine.
She was the wife of Sam Gilluly '30, former
editor of the Glasgow Courier, director of
the Montana Historical Society, and
secretary-manager of the Montana Press
Association. Her sons include Jack Gilluly *62,
a public relations officer for the Montana
Power Co., Robert *57, editorial writer for the
Great Falls Tribune, and Richard, an editorial
writer for the Baltimore Sun.
Mrs. Gilluly was born in Charles City, Iowa,
and moved to Montana with her family in
1919. She married Sam in 1930 in Missoula.
She was active in volunteer work.
Mrs. Gilluly is survived by her husband,
her three sons, 11 grandchildren and one
great grandchild.

Arthur L. Petersen
Arthur L. Petersen, former circulation
manager of the Great Falls Leader and owner
of insurance agencies in Denver and Sun
City, Ariz., died Feb. 2 following an illness.
Mr. Petersen, 66, was reared in Whitefish.
He played football at UM with the “Golden
Grizzlies’* team of 1937.
Mr. Petersen served as a captain in the
Army Signal Corps in World War II and was
stationed for three years in the South Pacific.
He had worked as an advertising clerk at
the Great Falls Tribune and as manager of
Farmers Union Insurance Co. of Montana.
Survivors include his wife, Virginia Hill
Petersen, Sun City, and a daughter, Sandra
Davis, Fairfax, Va.

Daniel R. Zenk
Daniel R. Zenk *55, who retired in May,
1982, as an Army lieutenant colonel, died
Nov. 1, 1982, in Missoula. He was 50.
Mr. Zenk had served in the Army since his
graduation from UM. His last assignment was
as a public-affairs officer for the Department
of Defense at the Pentagon.
He earned a master’s degree in journalism
at the University of Minnesota in 1967.
Mr. Zenk was stationed twice in Germany,
once in Korea and twice in Vietnam. He
received the Meritorious Service Medal, the
Defense Meritorious Service Medal, and the
Bronze Star with three oak-leaf clusters.
Survivors include his widow, Sonia Smith
Zenk, and two sons, Brian and Paul, both of
Bozeman.

40s------------------------Stan Healy '41 returned to his post as senior
alderman on the Missoula City Council after
suffering a heart attack. He also has been
working on a manuscript, “Via Rusty Nails,”
about Missouia-area railroading in the 1920s.
Kay Kester Karlsgodt '41 retired after 27
years with the Montana Power Co. She
started working in the Missoula office in 1976
as a bookkeeper and later was promoted to
data controller.
R. D. Peterson '41, a retired Marine Corps
colonel, is president of the Mission Valley
Backcountry Horsemen. He lives on the East
Shore of Flathead Lake.
Robert H. Fisher ex '43, retired from the
Army and from private industry, lives with his
wife Elaine in Anacortes, Wash. In the Army,
he edited the Military Police Journal. The
Fishers, who visited the J-School in July, have
seven children.
Mary Bukvich Fenton '43 and Ray Fenton
'43 worked with Great Falls Tribune editors
to redesign the newspaper. They also
conducted seminars on newspaper design
and public relations at the J-school. The
Fentons work out of their studio home on
Canyon Ferry Lake near Helena.
Richard H. Kern ’43) who is retired, lives in
Reston, Va., during the winters and in
Livingston, Mont,, during the summers.

Shirley Scott Gianelli '45 writes that
husband William is assistant secretary of the
Army for civil works, chairman of the Panama
Canal Commission and is in charge of the
Arlington, Va., Cemetery. The Gianellis live
in Arlington.
Tom Bogardus '46 is retired and lives in
Friday Harbor, Wash. He is a former business
manager of the Palo Alto (Calif.) Times.
Mary Schmit Garrity '47 completed her
17th year as an elementary school teacher in
New Hyde Park, N.Y. She also is editor of the
teacher association's newsletter.
Richard J. Wright '48 is publicity director
for the Portland Rose Festival Association in
Oregon. Richard and wife Bernice
Enevoldsen's two sons live in Portland. The
Wrights have four grandchildren.

Rhodes record set straight
Dean Charles E. Hood set the record
straight when the February issue of Presstime
magazine suggested that an Indiana Univer
sity student may be the first U.S. journalism
major to receive a Rhodes Scholarship.
In a letter to the editor published in the
April issue, Hood wrote:
“Three of our students at the University of
Montana School of Journalism have received
Rhodes Scholarships. They are Clarence
Streit (1920), Ralph Kirby Davidson (1948) and
Sterling Soderlirid (1950). Streit is editor and
publisher of Freedom & Union magazine and
continues to promote his proposal for an
Atlantic Union. Davidson is deputy director
for social services at the Rockefeller Founda
tion, arid Soderlind is vice president for
planning at the Wall Street Journal.
“Nathaniel Blumberg, dean of the Mon
tana School of Journalism from 1956 to 1968
and now an emeritus professor, won a
Rhodes in 1948 as a journalism major at the
University of Colorado."

Paul Carter Photo

Telehistory
UM’s J-School played a role last June in what may have been a Montana television first — a
Missoula station’s expansion of its local news broadcast to one hour. KECI-TV newscaster Jane
Watrel, a part-time graduate student in journalism, delivered the news while cameraman Gus
Chambers, a senior in radio-television from Ellaville, Ga., kept her in focus.

J-School grads win.journalism awards
University of Montana alums earned their
share of awards for journalistic excellence
during the past year.
Here's an undoubtedly incomplete list,
picked up here and there, of the alums or
former J-students who received recognition
in Montana and the Northwest:
Montana Broadcaster of the Year Competition, sponsored by (he
Greater Montana Foundation and the Montana Broadcasters
Assocation:
Norma Beatty Ashby, Great Falls, “Today in Montana" show, on
the Montana Television Network — runnerup.

Society of Professional Journalists 1983 Excellence in Journalism
Contest for Northwest region:

Jeff Cole, Missoulian — 3rd place, science and medical reporting.
Evelyn King, Missoulian — 3rd, modes of living reporting; 3rd,
lifestyle reporting.
Cathy Kradolfer, Gary Moseman, Mike Mclnally, Jeff Cole, Doug
O'Harra, Paul Vandevelder and Don Schwennesen, all of the
Missoulian— 1st, spot news reporting.
Nils Rosdahl, Coeur d’Alene Press — 1st, business reporting;
honorable mention, science and health.
Carl Gidlund, Anchorage Times — 2nd, business news features
and column^.
Susanne Bradley, Idaho Falls Post-Register — 1st, headlines.
John Owen, Seattle Post Intelligencer — 2nd, sports columns.
John Kafentzis, Spokane Spokesman-Review — 2nd, headlines.
Randy L. Rasmussen, Portland Oregonian — 2nd, portrait
photography
Montana Press Association 1983 Better Newspaper Contest
Dan Hollow, Glendive Ranger-Review — 2nd, editorial writing;
honorable mention, feature story.
Scott Hagel, Hardin Herald — 1st, column writing.
Jo Ann Speelman, Kalispell Weekly News — 3rd, scenic pictures;
honorable mention, feature-story.
lynette Nickel, Western News, Libby — 1st, feature picture.
Lynn Gross, Bigfork Eagle — honorable mention, sports picture;
honorable mention, feature story.
Dick Crockford, Shelby Promoter — 2nd, column writing; 3rd,
feature writing.
John Kavanagh, Shelby Promoter — 3rd, sports picture.
National Press Photographer Association's Region 11 Photographer
of the Year competition:
Kurt Wilson, Longview, Wash., Daily News — 3rd place.

Montana Sportswriter of the year, sponsored by the National
Sportscasters and Sportswriters Assocation:
Dave Trimmer, Billings Gazette, winner.
Coors of Montana Rodeo Press Contest:
Dave Trimmer, Billings Gazette — 1st, news writing; runnerup,
feature writing.
Montana Associated Press contest:
Mike Mclnally. the Missoulian — 1st and 2nd place, spot news.
Karen McGrath. Havre Daily News — 2nd and 3rd, features.
Steve Smith, Missoulian — 1st, column writing.
Peggy Kuhr, Great Falls Tribune — 1st, editorial writing.
Rob Dean, Bozeman Chronicle — 2nd, editorial writing.
Dave Trimmer, Billings Gazette — 3rd (tie), sports features.
Daryl Gadbow, Missoulian—2nd, sports columns.

SDX establishes
Alumni library
The University of Montana student
chapter of the Society for Professional
Journalists has established an alumni paper
back library.
The chapter will invite graduating seniors
each year to contribute a favorite paperback
to the collection, which will be housed in a
special location in the Journalism Library.
A bookplate will identify each contributor.
Laurie Williams, SDX president for the past
year, said contributions from the 1983 class
included "Giants in the Earth," Rolvaag;
"Prisoner Without a Name, Cell without a
Number," Timerman; "The Electric KoolAid Acid Test," Wolfe; "1984,” Orwell; "The
Feminine Mystique," Friedan; "The Boys on
the Bus," Crouse;"The Prince,” Machiavelli;
"Dispatches," Herr, and "The Elements of
Style," Strunk and White.
Alums wishing to contribute to the library
should send their books to the SDX Alumni
Library in care of the School of Journalism.
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50s-------------------------Frank Cocco '50 is a copywriter for Xerox
Education Publications and resides with wife
Mary in Hamden, Conn. They have four
children. Frank also owns an ice cream drivein in New Haven. He says he plays a lot of golf
and looks forward to retiring in three to five
years.
Bill Farden '50 continues as president,
publisher and owner of the Fishing and
Hunting News with offices in SeattleGeorge Remington ’50, publisher of the
Billings Gazette, was elected vice president
of Allied Daily Newspapers. The trade
association has member newspapers in
Montana, Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Alaska.
Joe A. Renders '50 is the information
officer for the Montana Department of
Health and Environmental Sciences. Joe and
wife Shirley Alling Renders ex-’51 live in
Helena.
Robert Crennen '51 is vice president and
general manager, central, division, United
Press International. He's based at UPl's
administrative offices in Chicago.
Len Derby '51 works for Century 21 Realty
in Kalispell. He writes that his J-school
training and newspaper experience provide
a "great background" for work in real estate.
Henry J. Pratt '52 and wife Beverly live in
Lakewood, Colo. Henry is chief of the Branch
of Program Evaluation and Employee
Relations, National Park Service, in Denver
and continues as a colonel in the Medical
Service Corps of the Army Reserve. Son Dale
is a finalist in the National Merit Scholarship
competition.
Del Mulkey '54 provided the photographs
for an article, "Off Trail in the Olympics," in
the November, 1982, Backpacker magazine.
The article describes Del’s return after 30
years to a high-mountain site in the Olympics
in Western Washington. Del, a free-lance ski
photographer based in France, visited Mis
soula and the J-school in July.
Beverly Praetz Pietryga '54 reports that she
is a homemaker in Milford, Mich. She is a
volunteer member of two parent councils,
secretary for a community education ad
visory board and a member of school board
committees. Beverly and husband Leonard’s
son Michael is a fourth-class cadet at the Air
Force Academy.
Ray Moholt '55 is manager of product
publicity for Western Wood Products

Richards top Melcher aide
Ronald P. Richards
'59 is Sen. John
Melcher's new ad
ministrative assistant
in Washington, D.C.‘
He previously had
been co-owner of
KMTX Radio in
Helena, a partner in
Nordbye Advertising
and Marketing in Mis
soula, chairman of the Montana Democratic
Party and a director of the Montana Broad
casters Association. Ron and Annabelle have
three children, the youngest of whom is a
student at Montana State University. “I’m
enjoying the work and the life in
Washington," Ron writes.
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Association, Portland, Ore. He has been with
WWPA since 1970 and is co-author of "Patios
and Decks: How to Plan, Build and Enjoy,"
recently released by HP Books. His wife, the
former Lorinda Smith, a '60 UM graduate in
home ec, is home economist with the
Oregon Dairy Council. Son Kendrick will be
a junior this fall at Oregon State; Melissa will
be a freshman at Pomona College in Califor
nia.
Jean Herbert Winthers '56 is editor of the
weekly Selah Valley Optimist in Yakima,
Wash. Husband John is director of the White
Pass Ski School. Son Kris, 21, is a ski
instructor, and son Eric, 19, is a ski racer.
Bob Gilluly '57 is an editorial writer for the
Great Falls Tribune.
Hidde Van Duym '57 is executive secretary
of the Montana Board of Public Education.

Guthrie novel published
A. B. Guthrie Jr. '23
’Sr
completed "Fair Land,.
Fair Land," the fifth of
a series of historical
novels that began with
"The Big Sky." His
latest work, set in
Montana during the
19th century, con
tinues to explore the
unhappy
conse
quences of civilization's encroachment on
the unspoiled wilderness. “Bud" won the,
Pulitzer Prize for "The Way West" in 1950. He»
and his wife Carol live near Choteau, in a
house they call "the Barn."

60s
Brinton Markie '60 heads the Montana
Consumer Affairs Division. In a recent
newspaper interview, he said his agency has
recovered $277,497 for Montana consumers
who have been victims of shady- business
practices over the past two years.

Morgan column popular
Judith
Blakely
Morgan '60 writes a
weekly column for the
Los Angeles Times,
Chicago
Sun-Times
and the San Diego
Union. She reports
that her byline
appears occasionally
in the Dallas Times
Herald, Denver Post,
National Geographic, Travel & Leisure,
Harper's Bazaar, and Town & Country.
Husband Neil is editor of the San Diego
Tribune.
Judith writes that she is facing newspaper
and magazine deadlines on subjects from
“Charles Lindbergh to California Gold Rush
towns, from the road to Hana on Maui to
preparations for the 40th anniversary of DDay.”
The Morgans live in La Jolla.

James L. Kolstad '60 was named senior
director of communications and public
affairs for Frontier Airlines at its Denver
headquarters.
Jim Dullenty '61 is editor of True West and
Old West magazines published by Kranse
Publications of Iola, Wis.
John F. Kavanagh '61 bought the Kalispell
Weekly News, Montana’s largest weekly, in
August, 1982. John continues as publisher of
the Shelby Promoter, Cut Bank Pioneer Press
and the Browning Glacier Reporter.
Zena Beth McGIashan '61 is the author of
an article in the February 1983 issue of Press
Woman. An associate professor of jour
nalism at the University of North Dakota,she
wrote about her semester as "acting chair" of
the department.
Marie Stephenson Attmore '62 left Food &
Drug Packaging magazine after nine years to
become managing editor of Plastics
Technology magazine in New York City. In
1980 she won the Jesse H. Neal Editorial
Achievement Award from the American
Business Press for a series of editorials. Marie
and husband John live in Westfield, N.J.

Jerry L Colness '62 has been named vice
president for public affairs of the National
Jewish Hospital and Research Center and the
National Asthma Center in Denver.

Brites
• Seen in the classified personals of the
Montana Kaimin last year: "Harder to join
than MENSA — the Jerry Holloron ‘A’ Club.”
• Bob Gibson, of the Western Wyoming
bureau of the Billings Gazette, writes that "I
thought I had seen every way possible to
shorten the names of our governmental
bodies for headlines," but a Wyoming
newspaper’s headline for a U.S. Supreme
Court story made him change his mind. The
head: "Supco declares gravel mineral."
"Now,” writes Bob, "I believe I have seen
everything."
• Asked in a journalism survey course
exam to identify the term . "inverted
pyramid," an ignorant but inventive
freshman gamely penned this answer last
spring: "The Eighth Wonder of the World —
constructed at great human cost in the fifth
century B.C. by the near-sighted pharoah
Hoola-Hoop-Hotep."
• When a student in Dean Charlie Hood’s

senior seminar class finished an oral report
on Charles Lindbergh last fall, Professor Bob
McGiffert appeared in class attired in
goggles, flying helmet, scarf, and foul;
weather coat to sing from memory all five
verses of "Lindbergh: The Eagle of the
U.S.A." for a stunned but appreciative class.
The applause was the loudest in J-211 since
an exotic dancer made a surprise visit to
Professor Jerry Holloron during a seminar
class a year or two ago.
• When Steve and Gayle Shirley's new
baby, Colin, arrived 23 days later than
expected, the parents — both newspaper
professionals — pointed out that, despite his
lineage, the boy didn’t appear to be cut out
for newspaper work. "After all,” his mother
said, "he missed his first deadline by more
than three weeks.” Steve heads the Lee
Newspapers State Bureau in Helena, and
Gayle is on leave from the editorship of the
Montana Elder, a newspaper for senior
citizens. Both are UM J-grads.

60s-------------------------Al Madison ’62 and his wife Agatha and
daughter Linda spent June 1982 visiting in
Luxembourg and Germany. In Luxembourg
they visited their daughter Jane, an AFS
student, and her host family. In Germany
they visited Al's relatives near Aachen. One
of the highlights was a tour of the Keller
Brauerei, which has been in Al’s
grandfather’s family since the 1400s. They
also visited East and West Berlin and viewed
the "wall." Al, director of the UM Printing
Services, also spent several days at DRUPA
82, an international printing equipment
show at Dusseldorf, Germany.

Crane named publisher
James D. Crane ’65
was promoted from
operations manager
to publisher of the
Ottumwa
(Iowa)
Courier. A native of
Choteau, Jim was farm
editor, Sunday editor
and city editor of the
Missoulian before
4
JHBbK
moving to Ottumwa
as editor in 1975. He wrote recently that in
spite of worries about declining circulation
and young people who don’t read
newspapers, "newspapering still beats work
ing for a living."

John Bennitt '63, director of special
projects for the Associated Press Broadcast
Services in New York, is being transferred
from New York to Washington D.C., which
will be the new headquarters for AP broad
casting. John, a former Montana Kaimin
editor, has been director of special projects
since 1976. He and his wife Dolores and son
Chris say they're looking forward to their
move to the nation's capital.
Janet Trask Cox '63, president of Exclama
tion Point Advertising in Billings, served as
president of the UM Alumni Association
during the 1981-82 academic year.
Scott Sorensen '63 resigned as manager of
the Missoula Southgate Mall and moved to
Des Moines, Iowa, where he is marketing
vice president for General Growth. The firm
owns and operates 25 regional malls. Scott
conducted the first of a series of retail sales
seminars on July 6. Wife Joanie is a
physician’s assistant, specializing in
orthopedic surgery at the Iowa Methodist
Medical Center in Des Moines.
Don Kinney '64 moderates public affairs
panel shows on the Denver public TV station,
Pat Rose Hillis '65 is head of corporate
communications at SAFECO Insurance Com
panies in Seattle.
Joe Hoppel '65 left the Kansas City Star to
become a copy editor in the books and
periodicals department of The Sporting
News in St. Louis. Joe was a copy editor at the
Denver Post from 1967 to 1979. He and wife
Nancy live in St. Louis.
Michael Ross '65 is business and adver
tising manager of the Forsyth Independent.
Emily Melton '65 a former employee in
Gov, Ted Schwinden's office, has been
named office manager for Sen. John
Melcher’s staff. She will also serve as a liaison
for his Montana field staff.

Steve Smith B.A. '65, M.A. '69 is a reporter,
columnist and feature writer for the Mis
soulian. His second book, "The Ox: Profile of
a Legendary Montana Saloon,” was publish
ed in July and deals with Missoula’s Oxford
bar and cafe. Steve rejoined the U.S. Naval
Reserve as a journalist in January and will
spend two weeks aboard the USS Reasoner, a
San Diego-based frigate, in mid-August. His
daughters, Erin and Megan, are 9 and 7,
respectively, and his son Conor is 5.
Norma Sandberg Hober '66 works in the
sports information office at the UM Athletic
department. She worked for three years as an
administrative aide for the UM Alumni
Association.
David Rorvik '66 is the author of the novel,
"The Sharing," published last December by
Bantam under the pseudonym M. M.
Faraday. The novel is partially set in Missoula.
David says three more books are forthcom
ing and that he has acquired properties in
Portland, Ore., and Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
He continues as contributing editor of
Penthouse Magazine. He has moved from
San Francisco to Canby, Ore.
Lorretta Lynde Breslin '67, M.A. '79 was
promoted to vice president/account
manager at Sage Advertising in Billings. She
also became the 10th Montanan accepted for
membership in the Public Relations Society
of America.
Fred Caruso '67 and Ellen Broadus Caruso
'71 report that they grew "milk fed"
pumpkins weighing up to’ 71 pounds last
summer at their home in Englewood, Colo.

three years and was on the board of directors
for two years. Kay and husband Tom reside in
Helena.
Carl Gidlund '67, M.A. '67 is a reporter for
the Anchorage (Alaska) Times. He specializes
in coverage of oil and gas news.
Frank Greco '67 is assistant vice
president—operations for Southeast
Economic Development Inc., a non-profit
redevelopment corporation owned by the
City of San Diego. Frank and wife Jane
announced the birth of their second son,
Matthew, on March 25,1983.
Jane Stahl MacCarter '67 is a data base unit
editor for Control Data Corp. Jane, husband
Donald, daughter Mindy and son Kent live in
Lakeville, Minn., and spend summers at
Flathead Lake.
Nils Rosdahl ’67 continues as family editor
of the Coeur d'Alene (Idaho) Press. Nils and
wife Mary announced the birth of their
second child, Mariah Andrea, on Oct. 18,
1982, and the adoption of a 3-year-old
Filipino, Julio, on Nov. 19, 1982. They
changed Julio's name to Paul.
Gary Svee '67, former reporter for the
Billings Gazette, became its opinion page
editor in December 1982. Gary also has
worked for the Missoulian.
Bill Schwanke '67, known for 12 years as
the "Voice of the Grizzlies” for his sports
broadcasts on KYLT Radio, resigned to
become program director of news and sports
at XT-93 FM Radio in Missoula. Bill is a former
sports editor of the Missoulian and is
married to Lynn Stetler Schwanke '68, former
reporter for the Missoulian.

Schulz rises in VOA

Jo Ann Speeiman '67 is assistant editor
of the Kalispell Weekly News.
Ben Hansen '68 left after three years at the
Daily Herald in Provo, Utah, to become
editor of the daily Enterprise in Beaumont,
Texas. He had been with Scripps League
Newspapers for 10 years.

John J. Schulz '63
has been named
deputy director of the
Voice of America
News Division. He is
based in Washington,
D.C.
The news division
provides a wire ser
vice in various
languages to 43 clients
and operates a radio station broadcasting
worldwide. The division also has 30 foreign
and domestic correspondents and a network
of stringers around the world.
John, who grew up in Missoula and
quarterbacked the Montana Grizzlies during
his years at the J-School, was an Air Force jet
fighter pilot before joining the VOA, for
which he served as a correspondent in Tokyo
and Hong Kong. He earned his master's and
doctoral degrees from Oxford University,
England.
He is married and has two children, 14 and
16. His wife, Linda, is vice president of the
National Office on Disabilities.
Kay Morton Ellerhoff '67 continues as
associate editor of Montana Outdoors,
published by the Department of Fish,
Wildlife and Parks. In July, 1982, she was
elected secretary of the Association for
Conservation Information, an organization
of outdoor writers and public information
specialists from state, federal and Canadian
resource agencies. She served as
chairwoman of ACI's Awards Committee for

Lesley Maynard '69 lives in Van Nuys, Calif.

Howard Schwartz '69 is editor of the
gambling magazines Systems & Methods and
Casino & Sports and marketing director of
Gambler's Book Club Press. Howard earned
an M.S. in journalism at Kansas State
University and an M.S. in secondary educa
tion at the University of Northern Colorado.
He lives in Las Vegas.

Powers promoted
Dorothy
Rochon
Powers '43 was
promoted
from
editorial-page editor
of the SpokesmanReview to associate
editor of both the
Spokesman-Review
and the Spokane
Chronicle. She is
writing an editorialpage column three times a week. Dorothy
continues to sponsor the C.G. Rochon
scholarship award in memory of her father.
The scholarship is given to Anaconda High
School graduates with professional promise
in journalism who intend to enroll at the UM
J-school.
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70s
Nedra Bayne '70 is a farm-policy columnist
in Washington, D.C.
T.J. Gilles ex’ 71 is managing editor of the
Record Stockman in Denver.
Jack Lincke '71 reports that he has
operated his own firm. Public Relations, Inc.,
for 20 years in Pasadena and Los Angeles. In
October, 1982, he had five book manuscripts
being considered by New York publishers.
Jack entered the J-school in 1926 but left
before graduation to go to work.
Marcia Eidel '72 (law school '81) is a staff
attorney and investigator for the Human
Rights Commission in Helena.
Jack Tanner '72 has joined the Ravalli
Republic news staff. He is also working on an
M.A. in journalism at UM.
Ronnene Anderson '73 has resigned her
job as a Missoulian correspondent in
Hamilton, and has moved with her husband
Mark Peppier to Edmonton, Alta., where he
will take a university research professorship.
Mark resigned his position at the Rocky
Mountain Laboratory in Hamilton.
Vivian Todhunter '73 designs instructional
programs for computer companies in San
Jose, Calif., and is writing a novel. She visited
the journalism school in July.
Rich Bangs '73 was promoted from copy
editor to assistant news editor at the Rocky
Mountain News in Denver. Susan Van Koten
Bangs '71 works part time as an office
manager in Littleton.

Berry heads press group
Ken Berry '70,
publisher of the Sun
Press newspapers in
Kaneohe, Hawaii, has
been elected presi
dent of the Hawaii
Publishers
Associa
tion. The group has
some 70 members.
Ken, who grew up in
Missoula, was em
ployed as a part-time sports writer for the
Missoulian before moving to Hawaii in 1970.
He managed newspapers in Virginia and was
advertising manager for West Hawaii Today
before joining his present firm, RFD
Publications, Inc., in 1976. The company
produces Sun Press newspapers, serving the
island of Oahu, and operates one of Hawaii's
major commercial printing firms.

Peggy Ruhr '73 left the Great Falls Tribune
to join the news staff of the Hartford (Conn.)
Courant. She is assistant to the political
editor and the specialties editor.
Steve Fullerton '74 has joined the news
staff of the Ravalli Republic in Hamilton. He
previously had been employed by KLYQ
Radio in Hamilton.
Dan McIntyre '74 is finishing a master's
degree in philosophy at the University of
Montana. He designs, writes and,packages
promotional publications for businesses in
Montana and the Northwest.
Michael Moon '74 has moved from
Missoula to Greenough, where he continues
his work as a freelance writer and novelist.
His second novel—whose principal
character is a Missoula-based forest fire
retardant pilot—is just finished.
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Bob Cushman photo

Uplifting development
Construction work on an elevator on the east side of the Journalism Building was completed
early this year. The project brought the building into compliance with "federal requirements
regarding handicapped access to public buildings.
Bill Vaughn ex '74 is the editor of the
Montana Review of Books, the first issue of
which was published in Missoula during
summer 1983. In a letter from the editor, he
charges that his publication is necessary
because finding a book review in Montana
newspapers "is harder than finding a Mon
tana Power executive who hates generating
plants."
Margaret MacDonald '74 and John D.
Smillie were married July 31,1982. Both work
for the Northern Plains Resource Council,
where she is a researcher and he is an
organizer. The newlyweds live in Billings.
Thomas Valentine '74 operates a check
cashing service in Reno. Thomas and wife
Vickie announced the birth of Nathan on
Nov. 1,1979.
Robert Anez '75 is an AP newsman in
Helena. He worked for the Great Falls
Tribune for more than three years, then lived
in Billings briefly before joining the Helena
bureau in April, 1981.
Dick Crockford '75 and wife Deborah live
in Shelby, where Dick is editor of the
Promoter. In the 1982 Montana Press
Association Better Newspaper Contest, Dick
placed second for editorial writing for
weeklies with circulations from 1,500 to
2,900.
Carol Janson R-TV '75 is a reporter for
KXLY-TV in Spokane.
John Kafentzis '75, Spokesman-Review
weekend news editor, won second place in
headline writing in both the Pacific
Northwest and Inland Empire Excellence in
Journalism contests sponsored by the Society
of Professional Journalists. John also teaches
journalism part time at Eastern Washington
University. John and wife Teresa have a 2year-old daughter, Kathryn Anne.
Mike Roney '75 is a microcomputer
courseware editor for Sunburst Com
munications, an educational publisher
situated in Westchester County, 25 miles
north of New York City.

Rich Landers '75, outdoor editor for the
Spokesman-Review, was married Sept. 25,
1982, to Meredith Heick of Moscow, Idaho.
They reside in Veradale, Wash.
Bob Gibson '75 continues to work at the
Billings Gazette’s western Wyoming bureau
in Cody. He's been there since early 1979.
Conrad Yunker, 'ex '75 had "reasonable
cause" for alleging that he was fired by
United Press International because of
religion, age and marital status, according to
the Montana Human Rights Division in
Helena. Yunker, who was fired from UPl's
Helena bureau in June 1982 after a long series
of disputes, is asking for his job back and
$86,000 in pay and penalties in a separate
lawsuit.
Vicki Johnson Hyatt '76 is a writer for the
MontWyo Agri-News. Vicki lives in Colum
bus with husband Richard and their son.
Cole.
Lynn Hollenbeck Ingham '76 left San
Francisco Magazine after three years to
become director of advertising and circula
tion for Resort Management Magazine, with
offices in San Diego. Lynn, who lives in La
Jolla, is engaged to Robert Maue, a Ph.D.
candidate in physiology and pharmacology.
Rich Kaudy '76 was graduated in June,
1982, from the University of Denver School
of Law.
Wally Parker '76 covers higher education
for the St. Paul (Minn.) Dispatch and isa parttime assistant city editor. Wally writes: "Lived
in St. Paul since 1978. Big challenge is
keeping only p.m. of three dailies healthy
and competitive—fun place to work.” Wally
and wife Peggy reside in St. Paul.
Jeannie Young '76 worked two years as a
law clerk for Judge Russell Smith in Missoula,
then joined the Great Falls law firm of
Church, Harris, Johnson and Williams. She
earned her law degree at UM in 1980. Jeannie
and husband Gary Moseman '83, former
news editor of the Missoulian, moved to
Great Falls last fall.

70s
Jackie Galt Rice 76 is special sections
editor of the Great Falls Tribune. Her
husband, Dan, is a 1976 graduate of the UM
School of Law.
Cal Crowe R-TV 76 is news director, KELO
Radio, Sioux Falls, S.D. He accepted that
position in 1981 after working in radio news
reporter and editor positions at stations in
Nebraska, Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Kathy Mensing-Rehbein 76 has been
named director of Missoula Hospice. She
and her husband have a home in the
Rattlesnake. Her office is situated in St.
Patrick Hospital.
Rick Crone '77 is a sports reporter for the
Kalispell Daily Inter Lake.
Steve L Harris R-TV 77 is associate
producer at KECI-TV in Missoula. Previously
he had been at KNDO-TV in Yakima, Wash.,
and at KEPR-TV in Pasco, Wash., where he
had been a reporter and a contributor to a
half-hour magazine show.
Jonathan Krim 77 left his job as assistant
metro editor at the Washington (D.C.) Times
and became national projects editor for the
San Jose (Calif.) Mercury News.
Bob Simonson ’ll is the editor of the
Independent Observer in Conrad. He and
his wife moved there from Denver, where he
had a public relations job. They have a new
baby.
Gordon Dillow ’ll resigned from the
Washington Times and joined the news staff
of the Los Angeles Herald Examiner.
Anthony Hadley 77 is press secretary for
Montana’s Western District congressman,
Pat Williams;
Jamie Phair Hurly 'll and Tom Hurly ’ll
moved to Las Vegas, Nev., where Jamie is a
reporter for the Las Vegas Sun and Tom
works at the Flamingo Hilton. Jamie’s beats
are labor, the Taxicab Authority and the city
of North Las Vegas. Tom plans to attend the
University of Nevada in Las Vegas.
Shelley Lee Immel ’ll is a field represen
tative for Congressman Pat Williams. She also
is editor of the monthly Montana Democrat,
published by the Montana Democratic
Women’s Club. Shelley lives in Missoula.
Ron Wilcox ’ll is a student at the Universi
ty of Denver School of Law.
Dale Willits R-TV 77 anchors a news
program prepared by SAFECO Insurance
Companies with offices in Seattle.
Larry Elkin 78 was mentioned in the
January 24 AP Log for his story about money
dispensed legally by a New York con
gressman from contributions left over from
his campaign. Larry is assigned to the AP's
Washington, D.C., bureau.
Nicole Flemming 78 was promoted to
assistant editor of Montana Business
Quarterly.
Wm. David Little 78 moved from Butte to
Missoula when he was laid off by the
Montana Power Co. He had worked in the
public-relations department.

Randy Mills ex 78 resigned as a field
representative in Missoula for Congressman
Pat Williams. Randy previously had been
Williams' press secretary. He intends to finish
his journalism degree at UM, then perhaps
pursue an M.A.

Bruce Moats 78 continues to Work in the
newsroom of the Lovell (Wyo.) Chronicle.

Gayle Corbett Shirley 78 and Steve Shirley
75 are the parents of a 7-pound, 8-ounce
boy, Colin, born July 8 in Helena. Gayle is on
leave from the editorship of the senior
citizens’ newspaper, the Montana Elder.
Steve is with the Lee Newspapers State
Bureau.
Dennis J. Unsworth R-TV 78 married Rita
Lynn Pickering.
Bob Black '79 resigned as editor of the
Libby Western News to become the county
and school reporter for the Idaho Falls
(Idaho) Post-Register.
Vernyce Dannells R-TV 79 is a corporate
publications associate with the Educational
Testing Service in Princeton, N.J.
Jenifer Blumberg Loeb 79 and husband
Charles announced the birth of their second
child, Ariel Jeanette, on July 16,1982. Jenifer
is editing an in-house newsletter for the Loeb
Electric Co. in Columbus, Ohio.
Jeff McDowell 79 left the Eureka Tobacco
Valley News to become a reporter for the
Lewistown News-Argus.
Frank Boyett ex 79 joined the reporting
staff at the Cody, Wyo., weekly.
Ian Marquand 79, news director at KPAXTV in Missoula, married Susan MacDonald,a
1979 UM graduate.
Bill McKeown ex 79 has left his position as
managing editor of the Vail (Colo.) Trail, a
weekly, and is moving to Japan, where he
intends to teach English in the Kobe and
Kyoto area.
Lorna Milne 79 married Michael Price.

Zanon edits magazine
LeeAnn Cumley
Zanon '81 has been
promoted to editor of
Virtue Magazine: The
Magazine for Chris
tian Women, pub
lished in Sisters,
Ore. She reports
that the magazine has
a circulation of 90,000
and is growing. She
has a small staff and
relies oh freelancers for most of the
magazine's material. LeeAnn was guest
editor at the Christian Writers Conference in
March at Warner Pacific College, Portland,
Ore. She was married to Michael Zanon of
Bend, Ore., on Sept. 18,1982.

80s-------------------------Diane Hadella '80 and Michael Mclnally
’83 were married Sept. 11,1982, in Missoula.
Michael is a reporter for the Missoulian.
Diane works for the Missoula law firm of
Petersen and Berndt.
Ed Kemmick '80, a reporter for the Butte
Montana Standard, moved from the
Anaconda bureau to the central office.
Margaret Loos '80 has resigned as a
reporter for the Hamilton Ravalli Republic.
John McNay '80 is a reporter and
photographer in Anaconda for the Butte
Montana Standard. He has worked for the
Livingston Enterprise, Anaconda Leader, and
the Idaho Falls (Idaho) Post-Register.
Jim Bruggers '81 has joined the news staff
of the Hungry Horse News in Columbia Falls.

Wire service merger

Sue O’Connell and Mike Dennison,
'81 journalism grads, had a busy May.
On the 1st, Mike began working a
night shift at the United Press Inter
national bureau in Seattle; on the 31st,
Sue began working at the Associated
Press bureau in the same city: in
between, on May 21, the two were
married.
This will not be the first time they
have been journalistic competitors—
they were staffers for the AP and UPI
Helena bureaus earlier this year. The
newlyweds were editors together at
the Montana Kaimin, and did a stint as
reporters at the Great Falls Tribune.
Their Seattle jobs are temporary, but
there is promise of permanent work.
Though they were reluctant to send
this photo, Mike acknowledged that
this might be the only time we’ll ever
see him in a tux.

Steve Van Dyke '80, editor of the Baker
Fallon Times, wrote in his column that he was
vexed by two expressions—the subscriber
who wants to "renew my prescription" and
"a good time was had by all."
Scott Hagel '81 resigned his reporting and
columnist’s job at the Hardin Herald and is
now wrangling horses at a dude ranch in
Yellowstone Park. He’ll continue to write.
Daniel J. O’Boyle '81 is a St. Louis-based
U.S. Army journalist in a rotational training
theme — command information, media
relations and community relations. He is
writing for the Gateway Reporter, a
newspaper for the U.S. Army Troop Support
and Aviation Materiel Command and the
Aviation and Research Development Com
mand.
Bob Phillips '81 left the Libby Western
News and joined the news staff of the
Kalispell Daily Inter Lake.
Alan Rosenberg '81 left the Kennebec
(Maine) Journal to join the news staff at the
Boston Herald.
Steve Stuebner '81 is a reporter and
outdoor editor for the La Grande (Ore.)
Observer. He placed second in minority
affairs reporting for newspapers under 6,000
circulation in a contest sponsored by the
William O. Douglas Chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists.
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80s------------------------Patrick J. Sullivan '81 reports that he is
"news editor, photographer, columnist and
darkroom technician—when I'm not the
sports editor, ad salesman or obituary writer”
for the Ritzville (Wash.) Adams County
Journal.

Toni Volk '81 attended the Writers’
Workshop at the University of Iowa in Iowa
City.
Kurt Wilson ex '81, on the news staff of the
Longview, Wash., Daily News, placed third
this year in the Region 11 contest of the
National Press Photographers Association.

Edwin Bender '82 is a reporter for the
Havre Daily News.

Clark Fair '82 is a staff writer and
photographer for the Peninsula Clarion in
Kenai, Alaska. He is also a reporter for the
City News in Soldotna, where he lives.
Greg Gadberry '82 is a reporter for the
Anchorage Daily News.
Larry Gilbert '82 and Doug O’Harra '82
wrote in October that they were in
Anchorage "gathering firewood and gazing
at the mountains."
Karen McGrath '82 is a reporter for the
Havre Daily News.
Tim Rogers '82 is the Butte bureau chief for
the Montana Maverick published at Clancy.

Melcher makes a point

Rich Stripp ex-’82 is a reporter for the
Wheatland (Wyo.) Record Times.

U.S. Senator John Melcher of Montana fielded student questions during a visit to Prof. Jerry
Holloron s public affairs reporting class last winter. That's Jerry seated in front.

David Lee M.A. '82 spent the summer in
Missoula picking up his teaching credentials
at the University of Montana. He and his wife
Tara are moving to Maine in September.
They spent last year in Helena, where Dave
worked as a freelance reporter and
photographer, and then as a staff writer for
the Helena Independent Record.
John Pearson M.A. '82 continues as a
business and general-assignment reporter at
the Bismarck (N.D.) Tribune. He had a hand
in covering the stories about Gordon Kahl,
the fugitive tax protester.
Michael Spradlin-Crater '82 is on the ndws
staff at the Helena Independent Record. He
had worked as an intern for the Independent
Record during the summer of 1981 and the
following summer worked for the Associated
Press in Helena.

Paul Van Develder '82 worked as a
photographer for the Bismarck (N.D.)
Tribune, then joined the news staff of the
Arizona Daily Star in TucsOn. He has been on
special assignment in Mexico. He placed
third in the National Press Photographers
Association contest, for spot news.
Renata Birkenbuel '83 has joined the
Anaconda Leader as a sports writer and
editor.
Mary Kelly M.A. '83 is employed with Y-93
Radio in Billings.
Gary Moseman '83 has joined the Great
Falls Tribune as a desk editor. Former news
editor at the Missoulian, he took time off in
1982-83 to finish at UM the journalism
degree he began working on years ago at the
University of Nebraska.
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Short takes_________
• Six journalism professors received Votes
from graduating seniors last spring for the
award of UM’s Most Inspirational Teacher.
They included Nathaniel Blumberg, Warren
Brier, Phil Hess, Jerry Holloron, Greg Mac
Donald and Bob McGiffert.
• Six journalism students and one faculty
member — Bob McGiffert — ran in the 4th
Annual Library Run. Their entry fees will be
used to buy books for the Journalism Library.

• The journalism faculty served as judges
last spring in the National Federation of Press
Women's Communication Contest. Judges
included Phil Hess, Jerry Holloron, Bob
McGiffert, Warren Brier and Sharon Barrett.
Categories included newspaper reporting,
editorials and features, and broadcast news.
Entries were from throughout the nation.
• John McNamer, a former UM jour
nalism student, was among a group of
ranchers who visited the Soviet Union in
December 1982 to try to promote an end to
the nuclear arms race. He toured major U.S.
cities last May to generate opposition to the
placement of MX missiles in Wyoming, and
announced this summer he is selling his
ranch near Charlo to devote full time to
opposing the nuclear arms race;
• The Journalism Library, Journalism 211
and the typing room next door all will
receive new fluorescent lighting this
summer, the first new lighting since the
building was constructed in 1936. The library
also will be equipped with ceiling outlets and
lighting grids that will permit press con

ferences there to be televised more con
veniently.
• A videotape, a 16 mm film and two slide
programs have been added to the Journalism
School's audio-visual library as a result of
successful application for the main library’s
incentive funds. The videotape, produced by
the Columbia Graduate School of Jour
nalism, is entitled, "Eyeball to Eyeball:
Dilemma in the Newsroom," and focuses on
ethical problems. The film is "I.F.’s Stone’s
Weekly,' a noted biography. The slide
programs include classic photos of tenant
farm life taken by the Farm Security Ad
ministration during the 1930s arid "Inroads
and Outroads: How Donald McCullin
Photographs Combat and the Struggle to
Survive." The school has also purchased
"Farewell Etaoin Shrdlu," a new movie about
how the New York Times switched from hot
metal to cold type;

• KUFM has ordered a new antenna,
which will be installed atop TV Mountain
southwest of Missoula during the summer.
Severe winter storms damaged the old
antenna beyond repair, reducing the
station's coverage area in western Montana.
The new antenna will set things right.
• Fire doors were installed during the
summer on the south end of the Journalism
Building. Partitions will separate the
stairways from main interior hallways. The
renovation was needed to get the building in
compliance with fire codes.

Students sell articles, win awards
Several UM J-students received national
and regional recognition in journalism
contests last year and others sold their
articles to magazines. One had a book
published.
Gary Turbak, graduate student from
Missoula, sold articles to Reader’s Digest,
National Wildlife, Field and Stream, Outdoor
Life and Writer's Digest. His book,
"Traveler's Guide to Montana," was
published this year by Falcon Press. Kathleen
Crump, senior from St. Ignatius, had her
profile of Dorothy M. Johnson published in
Writer's Digest. Barbara Tucker, senior from
Missoula, wrote articles that appeared in
Montana magazine and the Portland
Oregonian’s Sunday magazine.
Mark Grove, a senior from LaGrange, Ky.,
finished eighth nationally in the Hearst

Seminar enjoys variety
of academic lecturers
History professors Paul Lauren and Harry
Fritz, political science professor Ron Perrin
and campus minister Lynne Fitch were guest
speakers last year in the journalism Senior
Seminar, which focuses on 20th-century
American society.
Nine other faculty members were in
troducers for “American Profiles,” a film
series shown in conjunction with the class.
They included Gerry Brenner, Jesse Bier and
Rick DeMarinis, English; Ulysses Doss, the
humanities; Bill Evans, history; Toby Weist,
anthropology; Keith Yale, mathematics;
Mark Jacobson, physics, and Bob McGiffert,
journalism.

Faculty & staff
Dean Charles Hood was one of 26
Americans, mostly academic administrators,
to attend a three-week information program
in Bonn and Berlin in June and July. The
program, called "Germany Today,” was
sponsored by the German Academic Ex
change Program and the University of Bonn.
The .Participants met with West German
political leaders, diplomats, professors,
cultural experts, planners and journalists.
The program is funded by the German
government,
Electra Lockridge, who served as
journalism secretary from 1966 until 1974, is
enjoying her retirement in Missoula,
continuing to develop her talent in oil
painting, and enjoying the companionship
of her husband John, retired from the county
sheriff's office.

Karen Kaley, the journalism school's
secretary during the 1982-83 year, is the
mother of a 7-pound, 13-ounce boy, Samuel
Hayes, born July 4. Karen, Sammy and
husband Chris are doing fine. While the new
mother is on maternity leave, Jan Liane, her
predecessor, has been filling in for the
summer. Jan resigned her J-School job in
September 1982 to work full time toward a
degree in nursing.

competition for feature writing. Recipients
of writing awards in the Society of
Professional Journalists' regional
competition were Brian Rygg, senior from
Great Falls, Tim Benson, junior from
Bozeman, Crump and Turbak.

Kappa Tau Alpha
inducts members
Seven journalism students were initiated
last spring into Kappa Tau Alpha, the national
society honoring scholarship in journalism.
They are Bethany R. Redlin, Sidney;
Barbara K. McElwain, Missoula; John A. Gary
Jr., Missoula; Melanie Williamson, Great
Falls; B. Leslie Vining, Missoula; Laurie J.
Williams, Billings; and Gary L. Green, Mis
soula.
Journalism students who have demon
strated superior performance in their
academic studies are invited to join the
national society.

Elmer Lower gives
Dean Stone address
Elmer W. Lower, former president of ABC
News and dean of the . University of
Missouri's School of Journalism, was the
principal speaker at the 24th annual Dean
Stone Night banquet May 6.
A specialist in the coverage of elections
and political conventions. Lower spoke on
"The Role of the Mass Media in the U.S.
Presidential Election Process, 1984." He also
showed an ABC News "bloopers" film that
delighted the audience.
Lower, who agreed to serve as dean at
Missouri only until the school could find a
permanent person for the post, stepped
down early this summer after the selection of
the new dean, James Atwater. His
professional and academic careers span five
decades and include service as president of
ABC News, general manager of NBC News
and elections specialist for CBS News. He has
more than 20 years’ experience with
newspapers and with United Press Inter
national.

Miller selected
as Kaimin editor
Bill Miller, a senior in journalism and
English from Placentia, Calif., is the new
editor of the Montana Kaimin. Named last
spring, he will serve through Winter Quarter
of 1984.
Miller, who suc
ceeds Brian Rygg of
Great Falls, served as
an intern with the
Tobacco Valley News
in Eureka during the
summer of 1982. He
will head a 20member student staff,
who will include:
Scott Gratton, Mis
soula, managing editor; Ray Murray, Levit
town, Pa., and Patricia Tucker, Huron, S.D.,
news editors; Ann Joyce, Butte, and Gary
Jahrig, Calgary, Alta., senior editors.
Alexis Miller, Juneau, Alaska, and Jim
Fairchild, Washington, D.C., associate
editors; Martin Horejsi, Missoula, photo
editor; Deb Scherer, Missoula, fine arts
editor.
Scott Turner, Billings, sports editor; Janelie
Patterson, Missoula, and Theresa Walla,
Lewistown, night editors; Barbara Tucker,
Missoula, staff reporter;
Ed jenne,
Huntsville, Ala., Matt Thiel, Helena, and Sara
McClain, Missoula, cartoonists.
Kaimin columnists will include Joanne
DePue, Whitefish; Ross Best,Missoula,Mark
Grove, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Larry Howell,
Fort Collins, Colo.

Kaimin renting
J-school VDTs
The Montana Kaimin early this year began
using the School of Journalism’s electronic
editing system.
The paper rents five terminals, which are
situated across the hall from the Kaimin
offices. The system is linked electronically to
the Missoulian, which has been printing the
Kaimin since January. The paper previously
had been printed by the UM Printing Ser
vices.

9 R-TV, 23 journalism majors graduate
Twenty-three journalism majors and nine
radio-television majors were graduated from
the School of Journalism during the 1982-83
academic year.
One graduate student, Mary Kelly of
Butte, received a journalism master's degree.
Her thesis was entitled, "The Images of
Women in the Advertising of Six Magazines
from 1940 through 1980."
Bachelor’s degree recipients in journalism
were: Michael Spradlin-Crater, Helena;
Daniel DeWeese, Missoula; C. L. Gilbert,
Anchorage, Alaska; Karen McGrath, Billings;
Gregory Ammondson, Missoula; Kathleen
Crump, St. Ignatius; Donald Lewis, Cedar
burg, Wis.; Mark T. Smith, Bozeman; Patricia
Stuart, Ephrata, Wash.; Gary Green, Mis-

soula; Raimund Jenkins, Missoula; Charles
Mason, Arlington, Va.; Pam Newbern,
Florence, Ore.; Bonnie Yahvah, Libby; Perry
Backus, Missoula; Michael Kellogg, Mis
soula; William Lundgren, West Glacier; Jan
McCormick, Bozeman; Barbara McElwain,
Missoula; Gary Moseman, Great Falls; Rita
Munzenrider, Helena; James Peterson Jr.,
Missoula; Samuel Richards, Missoula.
Bachelor's degree recipients in radio
television were: Pamela Hippe, Great Falls;
Teresa MacPheat, Somers; Lisa Coats, Mis
soula; Debra Danelson, Scobey; Raymond
Ekness, Crosby, N.D.; Janette Hensleigh,
Miles City; Sverre Kjetil Rod, Aukra,
Norway; Margaret Schaefer, Livingston;
David Watson, South Sioux City, Neb.
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Senior Seminar's looking up
The 1982-83 Senior Seminar class in journalism seems relieved the year
is over. By the numbers, the students are: 1, Barbara McElwain,
Missoula; 2, Pam Newburn, Florence, Ore.; 3, Laurie Williams, Billings;
4, Yvonne Lucero, Great Falls; 5, Charles Mason, Arlington, Va.; 6,
Bonnie Yahvah, Libby; 7, Jan McCormick, Bozeman; 8, Dave Ramel,
Libby; 9, Gary Jahrig, Calgary, Alta.; 10, Dan Carter, Belgrade'; 11, Ray
Murray, Levittown, Pa.; 12, John Bulger, Helena; 13, Jan Brenny,
Richfield, Minn.; 14, Scott Gratton, Missoula; 15, Sam Richards,
Missoula; 16, Karen Schiweck, Missoula; 17, Bill Lundgren, West
Glacier; 18, Perry Backus, Missoula; 19, Jim Peterson, Missoula; 20,
Dean Charlie Hood. Leslie Vining, Missoula, and Lance Lovell, Great
Falls, were interning at the state legislature in Helena when this photo
was taken. They are pictured on pages 6 and 11.
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